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5 degrees Taurus

The Angels
of
Earthly Happiness
Also known as

The Angels
of

Nasi
Beloved,
We teach mankind that supreme happiness is not
only the outcome of spiritual enlightenment,
it is also a purpose of it.

The divine virtue of supreme happiness, the
letter N of our name,
is an emotional frequency that attracts cohesion
to creation,
and is similar to gravity in that respect.
Emotions are compressed information, like zip
files,
that attract corresponding realities out of the
quantum field of infinite possibilities.

Flowing divine emotions of supreme and
sacred happiness are
THE MAGNETIC POWER BY WHICH HEAVEN
IS ATTRACTED TO
and STAYS IN PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION.

We are the heavenly hosts who are responsible
for establishing
an agreeable life, full of pleasure for the sons
and daughters of Divine Being,
who in turn create happiness for all living
creatures and
life forms upon the Earth.
We give good advice.
We inspire you with ways to increase your wealth
and help improve your position in life in ways
that benefit all.
Remember that each of the thirty degrees of
Taurus
concern practical and real manifestations of
Divine Love on Earth.
The emotional body is magnetic.

Emotions are the language of the quantum field,
and we inspire the children of divine being to
understand

how they attract specific realities out of infinite
potentiality into form in each moment.
These specific realities match EXACTLY the
vibrations of the feelings and emotions that
attracted them.

This is an example of the laws of cause and
effect,
and the natural laws of nature by which
omnipotent Will of Divine Being is expressed in
Holy Creation.
This is the law of karma and reciprocal action,
expressed by these words:
YE REAP WHAT YOU SOW.
By flowing with emotions of innocent and divine
happiness,
the highest good of all concerned is attracted
out of the quantum field.
By meditating on the divine virtue of N, which is
the virtue of Supreme Happiness,
it is possible to become one in consciousness and
emotion with the seventh heaven of delight.
A practice to do every morning immediately upon
awakening but
before arising  i.e., in the twilight zone between
sleeping and waking up 
is called the "Feel very good", or the Nasi
exercise.
In practice, simply say,
I choose to feel very good; Feeling good is my
highest good.
Then closely monitor your emotional responses,
allowing your consciousness to
dwell only on thoughts which evoke positive
emotional responses.
If any other (unpleasant) emotional complex
flashes into consciousness, send love to these
feelings
and ask the bodys cells to let you quickly
experience these emotions back to their origin in
this lifetime.
Flow patiently with empathy for your inner child
self as these emotions flow and heal, using eye
movement.

When you are finished, shift attention to
repeating the two sentences,
I choose to feel very good; Feeling good is my
highest good.

Say these words and shift focus every time
immediately after healing
any negative thought that comes into
consciousness,
flowing with unconditional patience, empathy
and love
to let any negative feelings heal as quickly as
possible.

Do this until you get a positive thought.

A positive emotional response is defined
as one which carries with it a positive
charge,
meaning a noticeable bodily reaction
which feels good,
like love, gratitude, appreciation, joy, etc.
Once a positive thought arises, enjoy it,
flow with it,
stay with it.
Now ask the cellular memory of your body to let
you flow with these positive emotions
back to their original origin in this lifetime,
back to the very first time you ever felt these
wonderful positive feelings.
Wonderful memories may flash by,
times when you felt before these good feelings.
Now repeat, I choose to feel very good, etc.
Repeat this exercise until you have completed
five or more positive thoughts.
Meditating on the letter N  in combination with
this practice entrains
an uplifting and purifying tone for the entire
day.

For the whole day powerful magnetic influences
of this exercise,
of FEELING wonderful uplifting emotions,
result in the law of reciprocal action.
In time, depending on the strength and clarity
of the feelings,
and the accumulative return of other already
created reapings of previous feelings,
corresponding realities that out picture perfectly

these happy FEELINGS come into manifestation.

If this practice of feeling good is done often,
the overall vibration of the magnetic field
surrounding a person
deflects or greatly weakens return
of previously ill-created harvests of negative
feelings generated before.
This can be understood by meditating on the
divine virtue of Grace and Mercy.

Ordinarily the only times when you will be
unable to do the Nasi exercise
is if you are triggered into an overwhelmingly
negative memory from the past,
which can monopolize consciousness.

In this event, do the eye movement exercise to
resolution, then try again the NASI exercise.
The eye movement exercise is the practice of
feeling through negative emotions
and feelings at the same time the eyes are
moving back and forth,
left to right and back again over and over, as the
eyes do naturally in dreaming.
This can be done with the eyes opened or closed.
By doing this, negative emotions and feelings
are processed efficiently
by being moved back and forth between the two
hemispheres of the brain,
thereby utilizing whole brain processing to
rapidly transform the feelings

and reveal healing insights as they flow in
awareness.
If powerful negative feelings have been held and
not allowed to flow to resolution for a long time,
quite a bit of eye movement may be necessary.
Pay attention to the emotions, feelings, thoughts,
memories and insights in this process,
and let the eye movement itself be
absentminded.
A PERSON REAPS WHAT HE OR SHE SOWS!
All negativity must be lovingly allowed to flow
and heal quickly and in a non-destructive way,
for transformation to take place.
Feelings and emotions that are denied, bypassed,
or suppressed
still attract negative realities on an unconscious
level.
Therefore, it is important to spend time in deep
emotional healing at other times of the day
if strong negative feelings keep arising of their
own accord.

The use of the Nasi exercise each
morning upon awakening
is THE PLANTING OF THE GOOD SEED,
the creating of powerful magnetic
attractions to reap future harvests of
happiness.
To meditate on the perfect origin and purity of
all ideas is to attract them into form.
The divine virtue of enlightenment and wisdom,
which IS this ability to comprehend and be one
with the original purity of all ideas,
is the divine virtue of the letter A of our name.
Releasing any imperfection on any level, in self
or others, is the virtue of umlaut A, ae.
By releasing negative situations safely and nondestructively,
for changes into other states, control over the
Earth is gained.
The understanding of omnipotent divine POWER
OF WILL and intention, the power of volition,
is secured by meditating on the letter S of our
name,
for this letter is the divine virtue of ALLPENETRATING-POWER, WILLPOWER,
it is unity with the Will of Divine Consciousness.
Happiness, the 7th heaven of delight, is part of
the original plan for creation.
It is an out picturing of Omnipotent Will of
Divine Consciousness for all beings.

The Children of Light and Love are links
between Divine Will and the rest of Creation in
Matter.
As the will of a child of light becomes One with
the Perfect Will of Divine Being,
the POWER to flow with divine emotions and
feelings
and attract the perfection of heaven in manifest
creation is gained.
As above, so below.
The combination of this divine courage with the
divine virtues of supreme happiness,
enlightenment, and transformation
allow Heaven to manifest on Earth according to
The Law of Cause and Effect.

This is the law of reaping what you sow, as we
have spoken before,
and is the last letter of our name, the letter I.
Meditate on these four divine virtues so that the
original Will of the Divine for Supreme
Happiness
manifests in and through you for all who
together live and move as the out picturing of
the ONE BEING.

Pleasure, happiness, bliss, and ecstasy on earth
mirror the qualities of Divine Being.
MIRACLES

N-A-S-I

N-A-S-I
NThe sons and daughters of Divine Being are
destined
to confer supreme happiness as unassailable
masters of all beings on Earth.
A and umlaut A, aeU plifting artistic talents
of eloquence and mystical abilities
to the level of the enlightened mind are the
means by which this is accomplished.
Imperfections are recognized and gladly
released back to Divine Being for changes
into other states that are the highest good of
all concerned.
SThe sons and daughters of Divine Being are
totally empowered
to use the gift of prophecy and mastery over
self and others
Ito reawaken memories and redirect the
course of events to bring Heaven to Earth.
MIRACLES

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups
come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings
which together form a common precursor,
or root,
of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high
being of the heavenly host in the zone
girdling the earth,
and the angels who work with him or her.

The being and the angels share the same
name.
This name is a key to their powers and
influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel
messages are quoted or paraphrased from
the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the
zone girdling the earth is referenced

from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL
EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and
the letters are referenced
from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH,
ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg,
Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important
information for these studies.

The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN
3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for
the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book,
"Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was
compiled by his German publisher from
notes written by Franz Bardon.
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Please feel free to share these
messages with others.

The Law of One is the original law of
Creation, and is the supreme Law over all
laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.

Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY

THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED
happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.
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